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Thin film photovoltaic cells are increasingly important for cost-effective solar energy harvesting.

Layered SnS is a promising absorber material due to its high optical absorption in the visible and

good doping characteristics. We use first-principles calculations based on density functional theory

to study structures of low-index surfaces of SnS using stoichiometric and oxygen-containing

structural models, in order to elucidate their possible effect on the efficiency of the photovoltaic

device. We find that the surface energy is minimized for the surface with orientation parallel to the

layer stacking direction. Compared to stoichiometric surfaces, the oxygen-containing surfaces

exhibit fewer electronic states near the band gap. This reduction of near-gap surface states by

oxygen should reduce recombination losses at grain boundaries and interfaces of the SnS absorber,

and should be beneficial to the efficiency of the solar cell. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4874775]

I. INTRODUCTION

Thin film photovoltaic (PV) cells are increasingly

important for cost-effective conversion of sunlight into elec-

tricity.1,2 High conversion efficiencies (>15%) have been

achieved using absorber layers based on CuInGaSe2 (CIGS)

or CdTe,3 but many elements in these systems are toxic and

scarce. Layered tin monosulfide (SnS) is a non-toxic material

with high absorption in the visible region of the solar spec-

trum (absorption coefficient> 104 cm�1).4–7 Conversion effi-

ciencies of PV cells based on SnS are currently around 2%,

leaving much room for improvement. Indeed, experimental

work has been achieving steady gains in the efficiency,8–12

but the properties of SnS samples depend on the synthesis

route which makes it difficult to identify the structural

factors responsible for these gains. For instance,

Sinsermsuksakul et al.8 reported a shift in preferred crystal-

lographic orientation of the SnS thin film during atomic layer

deposition: the crystal plane perpendicular to the layer stack-

ing direction changes from being parallel to being perpendic-

ular to the substrate, as the film thickness increases. A

change in preferred crystallographic orientation of SnS sam-

ples, prepared by RF sputtering, was also observed by

Hartman et al.,9 but in those studies the planes perpendicular

to the layer stacking direction dominate in all samples irre-

spective of film thickness. The growth orientation of the film

can affect the performance of the absorber layer because SnS

is highly anisotropic. The optical and electronic properties

depend on a number of features, including film thickness,

grain size and grain orientation as well as on preparation

conditions such as annealing temperature and atmosphere.

The conversion efficiency of the PV cell also depends sensi-

tively on the properties of the interface between the absorber

and the buffer layers.13–16

Theory and atomistic simulation can elucidate how spe-

cific atomic-scale structural features of the absorber material

affect the efficiency of the PV cell,10,16–19 and in so doing,

assist in the design of improved materials for efficient solar

energy harvesting. In previous work, we investigated how

the properties of few-layer and bulk SnS depend on the crys-

tallographic orientation.18 Here, we use first-principles cal-

culations based on density functional theory to investigate

the atomic and electronic structure of the low-index surfaces

of layered SnS. Specifically, we evaluate their relative stabil-

ity by calculating surface energies and we discuss trends in

electronic density of states associated with stoichiometric

model surfaces as well as oxygen-containing structures

which are expected to form during annealing in oxygen

atmosphere. We find that an atom-thick layer of oxidized Sn

eliminates surface states from the energy range near the band

gap. This effect should reduce carrier recombination at grain

boundaries in the SnS film and at the interface between the

absorber and buffer layers in the PV cell. These findings

provide useful guidelines for systematically improving the

performance of PV cells based on SnS absorbers by con-

trolled growth of the SnS thin film.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

SnS is an orthorhombic crystal consisting of weakly

coupled bilayers of covalently bonded (within each bilayer)

Sn-S units.20 We used a unit cell with 4 Sn and 4 S atoms to

model the bulk structure of SnS, which is in the crystallo-

graphic space group Pnma, and extended slabs to model its

low-index surfaces. The bilayers in SnS are arranged perpen-

dicular to the a-axis. Each slab, modeling a different surface

orientation, was constructed by truncation of the bulk struc-

ture of SnS along one of the six low-index crystallographic

planes (Fig. 1). The minimal unit cell was repeated 3 times

in the direction perpendicular to the surface for slabs model-

ing the [100] and [110] surface orientations and 4 times for

the rest of the slabs, leading to 6 or more atomic layers thick

structural models. The obtained unit cell was augmented by

a void region with width 8 Å on each side of the slab toa)E-mail: kaxiras@physics.harvard.edu
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ensure that the wave functions vanish smoothly away from

the surface along the non-periodic direction, as would be

required in a model of the isolated system. The calculated

surface energies are converged to within 0.01 J/m2 for slabs.

Oxygen-containing structures of SnS were modeled by sub-

stitution of all exposed S atoms by O atoms (orange spheres

in Fig. 1). The positions of all atoms, except for those in the

one or two planes at the center of the slab, were relaxed

while keeping the lateral dimensions of the unit cell fixed to

the corresponding bulk values. In the present work, we do

not consider reconstructions that change the size of the sur-

face unit cell, that is, we use supercells with (1� 1) periodic-

ity relative to the bulk-terminated plane. For the [001]

surface orientation, we took into account rebonding of the

surface S atoms in one SnS bilayer to the surface Sn atoms

in the neighboring bilayer (Fig. 1), because we found that

this local rearrangement minimizes the number of broken

bonds and lowers the energy (relative to the structure without

rebonding) by 0.46 eV per unit cell.

For total-energy calculations we used the GPAW

code,21 a grid-based implementation of the projected

augmented-wave method for all-electron calculations within

the frozen core approximation.22 We used the local density

approximation for the description of exchange and correla-

tion. This approach has been shown to describe the structural

properties of SnS with satisfactory accuracy compared to

experiment and with much less computational effort com-

pared to approaches that aim at high accuracy by improving

the description of long-range dispersion forces, for instance

using hybrid functionals.17,18 For k-space integration, a

Monkhorst-Pack mesh was used and the position and overall

shape of the main features of the density of states are con-

verged with respect to the number of k-points, 4 or 8 along

the in-plane reciprocal lattice directions.

III. RESULTS

After structural optimization of the unit cell, the calcu-

lated lattice constants of the orthorhombic phase of SnS are

a0¼ 11.12 Å, b0¼ 3.95 Å, and c0¼ 4.24 Å, in reasonable

agreement with experiment (the measured lattice constants at

295 K are a0¼ 11.20 Å, b0¼ 3.99 Å, and c0¼ 4.33 Å).23 The

distance between the closest two Sn atoms in two neighbor-

ing layers in the optimized cell, projected on the a-axis, is

2.62 Å. For each surface orientation, we calculate the surface

energy, c, defined as the energy required to create a unit sur-

face from the bulk structure of SnS and obtained from

c ¼ EN
st � NEb

2A
¼ NEN�1

st � N � 1ð ÞEN
st

2A

with EN
st the total energy of a stoichiometric slab consisting

of N atomic layers and surface area A, and Eb the total

energy per atomic layer in the bulk. The factor of 1/2 takes

into consideration the two surfaces of the slab. When the

extended bulk structure of SnS is used to calculate Eb the

surface energy diverges with increasing N.24 Instead, we

approximate the bulk energy with the incremental energy of

the bulk-like interior of the slab using Eb ¼ EN
st � EN�1

st to

ensure that the surface energy converges with the number of

atomic layers and that the converged slab reliably describes

both the surface and bulk regions of the material. Entropic

and enthalpic contributions to the surface free energy are

expected to be small at temperatures and pressures pertinent

to experimental growth conditions of SnS thin films and they

are neglected in our calculations. In this scheme, the lower

the value for c, the more stable the surface. The calculated

surface energies are given in Table I. Because the bilayers in

bulk SnS are arranged perpendicular to the long crystallo-

graphic axis (a-axis) and are held together by weak forces in

contrast to the strong intralayer bonds, the surface energy is

minimized for the [100] surface, and is found to be

0.26 J/m2. By contrast, intralayer bond breaking is naturally

associated with higher surface energies, which vary in the

narrow range between 0.57 J/m2 and 0.63 J/m2 for all other

surfaces with the exception of the surface with [011] orienta-

tion for which c¼ 0.38 J/m2. For the most and least stable

structures, the surfaces with [100] and [101] orientations

respectively, the ratio of surface energies is 2.42. This large

ratio of surface energies may explain the observation of elon-

gated grains in SnS samples at lower growth temperatures

(<120 �C).8,9

We next discuss trends in the electronic structure of the

stoichiometric surfaces. In Fig. 2(a), we compare the density

of states (DOS) for each surface orientation (shaded green)

to that of the bulk (solid black line). There is an almost equal

contribution from the s-orbital of Sn and p-orbital of S to the

electronic states near the valence band maximum in the bulk

band-structure.18 From this fact, we expect that surface for-

mation by truncation of the bulk SnS will give rise to elec-

tronic states near the band-gap edges, as the intralayer

FIG. 1. Structural models of the low-index surfaces of layered tin monosul-

fide (SnS). Purple and yellow spheres represent Sn and S atoms, respec-

tively. The surface sites colored orange are occupied by S atoms in the

stoichiometric surfaces, or by oxygen atoms. Only the topmost atomic layers

are shown for each orientation.

TABLE I. Surface energies, c, for the low-index surfaces of layered SnS,

and energy gain per O atom, D�, for atomic substitution of the S by O at the

surface sites.

Surface [100] [010] [001] [110] [101] [011]

c (J/m2) 0.26 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.63 0.38

D� (eV) 1.65 1.92 1.49 2.31 2.14 2.27
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covalent bonds between Sn and S are broken. Such states,

identified as additional peaks in the DOS of the surface com-

pared to that of the bulk, are evident in all surface orienta-

tions examined except for the [100] orientation, which

involves no bond breaking since it is parallel to the bilayer

orientation in the bulk. For this particular orientation, the

DOS is essentially identical to that of the bulk, indicating

that exposing this surface makes no difference to the elec-

tronic properties of the material. This is also supported by

the fact that relaxation has a negligible effect for the [100]

surface: after optimization of the atomic positions of the

bulk-terminated structure, the total energy per atom is

reduced by less than 1 meV. The peaks related to surface

states are particularly prominent for the orientations [010],

[001], [101], [011], shown in greater detail in Fig. 2(b). In all

these cases, the surface-related additional peaks appear both

just below and just above the band-gap edges. To illustrate

the nature of these states, we show in Fig. 3 the electron den-

sity of the surface-related peak of the occupied state at the

center of the Brillouin zone which is closest to the Fermi

level. The electron density corresponding to this state is

localized at the top atomic layers and has the characteristic

shape of a p-orbital near the exposed S atoms. Since the S

atoms are three-fold bonded in the bulk with bond angles

close to 90�, we can interpret the nature of this surface state

as corresponding to a dangling bond. Such electronic states

that appear near the top of the valence band would act as

hole traps with detrimental effects on the efficiency of the

PV cell.

In addition to the stoichiometric low-index surfaces, we

consider model structures in which all the exposed S atoms

are substituted by O atoms. This is relevant to experimental

conditions of preparing the absorber layer, as discussed in

more detail in Sec. IV. The effect of oxygen on the surface is

to remove all the states associated with dangling bonds, as is

evident from the DOS plots of Fig. 2(b). This effect is also

shown in Fig. 3, where the substitution of S by O on the top-

most atomic layer changes the character of the electronic

state from a surface to a bulk state. These results can be

rationalized by the relative position of the S and O p-band.

The center of the O p-band, calculated from the first moment

of the DOS projected on the p-orbitals of O, is 0.86 eV lower

in energy compared to the p-band of S in the topmost atomic

layer. Because the O p-band lies lower in energy than the S

p-band, substitution of the exposed S by O on the surface

eliminates electronic states near the top of the valence band

that are associated with the surface. Moreover, because oxy-

gen has higher electronegativity (3.44 on the Pauling scale)

than sulfur (2.58), more electron density is drawn to the sur-

face O atoms. Using Bader analysis,25 we find the charge of

the O atoms in the oxygen-containing [101] surface to be

1.2e, about 50% more than the charge of surface S atoms in

the stoichiometric surface (0.8e). We conclude from these

results that replacing S by O on surfaces or interfaces of

SnS, will reduce carrier recombination losses.

To quantify the effect of oxidation on the band structure

of the model SnS surfaces, we calculate the minimum indi-

rect and direct Kohn-Sham band gaps for the stoichiometric

and oxygen-containing structures. As shown in Fig. 4, with

FIG. 2. (a, first and second rows)

Density of states, gð�Þ, of bulk SnS

(black solid line) and its stoichiometric

(shaded green) low-index surfaces.

The vertical dashed line marks the

middle of the band gap of bulk SnS,

defined as the zero of the energy scale.

(b, third row) Close-up of the density

of states near the band gap of bulk

SnS, and its stoichiometric and

oxygen-containing (“ox,” red solid

line) surfaces for selected orientations.

FIG. 3. Isosurfaces corresponding to 15% of the maximum electron density

of the occupied state at the center of the Brillouin zone closest to the Fermi

level: (left) the stoichiometric structure, and (right) the oxygen-containing

structure of the SnS [101] surface.
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the exception of the surface with [100] orientation, the indi-

rect and direct band gaps for each oxygen-containing surface

are wider than the band gaps of the respective stoichiometric

surfaces. The increase in the minimum Kohn-Sham band gap

is in the range 0.09–0.22 eV for indirect transitions and

0.13–0.26 eV for direct transitions, with mean values of

0.18 eV (31% increase) and 0.16 eV (27%), respectively.

Within the framework of the local density approximation in

density functional theory, the fundamental band gap of semi-

conductors and insulators is underestimated. In the case of

bulk SnS, the minimum Kohn-Sham band gap is 0.58 eV,

underestimated by 0.49 eV (46%) in comparison to experi-

ment (1.07 eV).18 Furthermore, density functional theory is a

ground-state theory in which excitonic effects are neglected

in the calculation of optical transitions. Nevertheless, the

passivation of surface states by oxygen is an effect due to

changes in the chemical composition of the surface, which

should not depend sensitively on the chosen approximation

for exchange-correlation effects. We therefore expect that

the trends we find in the density of states can give a reasona-

ble estimate of the relative increase in measured optical band

gaps for samples in which surface states are important.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results for the effects of stoichiometric or oxygen-

containing surfaces on the electronic properties of SnS have

important implications for the behavior of the material under

different conditions. Before addressing these implications,

we need to establish whether it is possible or not to introduce

O in the place of S in the surfaces of SnS. The energy gain

per O atom is obtained from the expression nDE ¼ � Eox½
�Est � n lO � lSð Þ�, where Est and Eox are the total energies

of the stoichiometric and oxygen-containing slabs respec-

tively, and n is the number of atomic substitutions or, equiva-

lently, number of O atoms in the resulting unit cell.26 The

chemical potentials of the two species of atoms are given by

lS¼�4.60 eV obtained by using S8 molecules as the S res-

ervoir, and lO¼�5.40 eV obtained by using O2 molecules

as the O reservoir. We find that for the various surfaces stud-

ied DE=n is always positive, that is, the substitution of S by

O is always exothermic. The values of DE=n for the various

surfaces studied here are given in Table I. Although these

values are sensitive to the assumed reservoirs, they indicate a

general trend of the oxygen-containing surfaces being more

stable than their stoichiometric counterparts in an atmos-

phere rich in molecular oxygen. However, we find that diffu-

sion of oxygen to the bulk is energetically unfavorable. For

instance, switching an O atom in the topmost atomic layer of

the [101] surface with a subsurface S atom is inhibited by a

minimum energy barrier of 0.33 eV, which suggests that an

ultrathin oxidized surface layer could block the diffusion of

sulfur out of the absorber layer.27

Having established that it is energetically favorable to

modify the surface with O, we can draw as a first conclusion

that exposing the SnS surfaces to oxygen will eliminate the

surface-related states near the band-gap edges (Fig. 2). In

p-doped material, the surface-related states that lie near the

top of the valence bands and are higher than the main peak

in the bulk DOS (see Fig. 2(b)) would act as hole traps.

These states are eliminated in oxygen-containing structures,

which would lead to an improvement in the efficiency of the

PV device.

The exothermic nature of the substitution of S by O on

the SnS surfaces may have another beneficial effect, related

to the presence of bulk defects. A typical strategy for tuning

the properties of the absorber and buffer layers in the PV

cell is annealing. This way, recombination of charge car-

riers in the absorber can be decreased as grains merge and

grain boundary interfaces are reduced in size. Annealing

can also passivate defects such as vacancies. For example,

in the study of Park et al.13 post-deposition annealing in ox-

ygen atmosphere was found to reduce the electron carrier

concentration by decreasing the number of oxygen vacan-

cies in the Zn(O,S) buffer layer. According to Table I, dur-

ing annealing in oxidizing atmosphere the surface of the

SnS film will also be oxidized. Moreover, traces of oxygen

may naturally be present in the material due to ambient

contamination during film growth. We found that an oxi-

dized surface layer could block diffusion of S out of the

absorber layer and inhibit the formation of S-vacancy

defects which are in equilibrium with the surface. This

could effectively reduce charge carrier trapping at S-

vacancy defects. Interpreting our oxygen-containing surfa-

ces as structural models of ultrathin layers wherein Sn is

oxidized, our findings suggest that growing an overlayer

of tin oxide on the SnS film can enhance the conversion

efficiency of the PV.

In conclusion, we find that low-index SnS surfaces have

surface-related states near the band-gap edges, which would

act as hole traps in p-doped material and be detrimental to

the efficiency of the absorber. Electronic states that lie higher

in energy than the main DOS peak of the bulk are eliminated

by the substitution of surface S atoms by O atoms. This sub-

stitution is exothermic for all the surfaces we considered. In

addition, the diffusion of oxygen toward the bulk is energeti-

cally inhibited. Moreover, the passivation of the surface by

oxygen could also inhibit the formation of the dominant bulk

point defect, S-vacancies. This would be beneficial to the

efficiency of the photovoltaic cell by eliminating trapping of

carriers by the defect-related states. Although optimization

of the solar cell efficiency is ultimately a combinatorial

FIG. 4. Minimum Kohn-Sham band gap, Eg, for indirect (open bars) and

direct (filled bars) transitions in stoichiometric (“st,” green) and

oxygen-containing (“ox,” red) low-index surfaces of SnS. The horizontal

black lines mark the calculated indirect (dashed) and direct (solid) band

gaps of the bulk.
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challenge, these findings provide useful guidelines for

improving the performance of thin film photovoltaic cells

based on SnS absorbers by controlled growth of the SnS

thin film.
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